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"Research Life Cycle" image from UC Irvine Library Digital Scholarship Services (https://www.lib.uci.edu/dss)

Research Objects Stage

Research in data-intensive disciplines is increasingly 
consuming and generating a variety of digital 
resources during the course of scientific 
investigations. This has steadily increased the need for 
means to systematically capture the lifecycle of 
scientific investigations, which at the same time 
provide a single-entry point to all the related 
resources, including data, publications, presentations, 
computational resources (software, Jupyter 
Notebooks, protocols), and the researchers involved 
in the investigation. 

Goal: enhance the sharing, preservation and communication of data-intensive science, facilitating 
validation, citation and reuse by the community.

NASA: NASA SMD Strategy WP goal: “Improve discovery and access for all SMD data to immediately 
benefit science data users and improve the overall user experience”

ADS: data linking, ROR, ORCID, Asclepias, DOI → Research Artifacts 

ADS

https://www.lib.uci.edu/dss


Scolnic et al, ApJ 859, 
101 (29 May 2018) 
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ApJ paper has DOI 10.17909/t95q4x linked under 
“Article data” tab:
Upon publication, we will release doi:10.17909/T95Q4X,  a suite of data files, coding 

routines, and supplementary tables to replicate this analysis. 

DOI 10.17909/t95q4x is mentioned 7 times in HTML 
and PDF document:

● Narrative (3 times)

● Table captions (3 times)

● Appendix A (data & code availability, 1 time) 

How does this DOI show up in the ADS?



What does ADS know about 10.17909/t95q4x? 
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The record is not indexed in the ADS... There are 2 MAST data products, but neither 
corresponds with 10.17909/t95q4x



What does ADS know about 10.17909/t95q4x? 

The record is not indexed in the ADS... There are 2 MAST data products, but neither 
corresponds with 10.17909/t95q4x

full:10.17909/T95Q4X 



What does ADS know about 10.17909/t95q4x? 
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The record is not indexed in the ADS... There are 2 MAST data products, but neither 
corresponds with 10.17909/t95q4x

From full text:

<label>Appendix A</label>
<title>Data Tables and Code Repository</title>
<p>Upon publication, we will release&nbsp;doi:<named-content 
content-type="dataset" 
xlink:href="https://doi.org/10.17909/T95Q4X">10.17909/T95Q4X</named
-content>, &nbsp;a suite of data files, coding routines, and 
supplementary tables to replicate this analysis. This includes the 
following:<list list-type="arabic" id="apjaab9bbl2">
<list-item id="apjaab9bbl2.1">



More examples
2019GeoRL..46.1879Z2020JGRE..12506130F

ack:"10.5281/zenodo" finds 1,260 records
full:"10.5281/zenodo" finds 6,256 records

Acknowledgements can contain a wealth of 
information, potentially linkable. 



How about Jupyter Notebooks?

Software mentions
2019AJ....157...64L

https://conservancy.umn.edu/handle/11299/202815


<graphic xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink" xlink:href="ajaae8e5eqn7.gif"/>
</disp-formula>(<ext-link ext-link-type="uri" 
xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink" 
xlink:href="https://github.com/rodluger/starry/blob/v0.2.2/docs/proofs/bp.ipynb">
<sans-serif>Jupyter</sans-serif></ext-link>), where<disp-formula id="ajaae8e5eqn8">

Actionable software citationNon-actionable software citations



references(bibcode:2019AJ....157...64L) bibstem:"zndo"

There is a record for the Jupyter Notebook 
environment

It is cited by 2019AJ....157...64L



Summary: what is indexed versus linked in the ADS

Indexed (an actual database record, searchable)
● The scholarly literature of interest to Astronomers
● VizieR records, IVOA standards, observing and funding proposals
● Software products: ASCL records, software packages cited via DOI
● Upcoming: cited data products, other research artifacts such as Jupyter notebooks

Indexed records are scholarly research artifacts. 
They are discoverable and can be used to create bibliographies

Linked (resource accessible from a record via a link)
● Data Products hosted by external collaborators (Archives, SIMBAD, NED)

Linked data collections can be used as a filter in ADS, 
and to evaluate impact of linked data products



Data: Mention vs Citation, Now vs Upcoming

Mention Citation

URL DOI URL DOI

Use cases

in acknowledgments: in acknowledgments: in references: in references:

in the 
ADS

Searchable in ADS 
fulltext / ack fields

Searchable in ADS 
fulltext / ack fields;
Link to data product 
created in ADS 

URL ignored, citation 
not counted

New record for DOI 
created (if necessary) 
and citation counted 
against it

Note: some publications have "availability" sections for data and software to specify the locations of data and/or 
software used in the publication


